6th grade supply list 2020-2021

To Go Between All Classes:
- (1) 3” 3-ring binder [sturdy]
  OR large, zipper, cloth binder
- Loose leaf notebook paper
- Packet of 7 dividers
- Pencil Pouch
- Pencils and pens
- Hand held pencil sharpeners
- Eraser tops
- Highlighters - multiple colors
- Colored pencils and markers
- Glue sticks
- Hole reinforcements

Language Arts
- 1 Plastic folder with pockets
  (make sure it is a sturdy plastic one)
- Sticky notes
- Packs of loose leaf notebook paper
- Expo markers
- Mechanical Pencils
- Composition notebook

Social Studies
- Composition notebook

Math
- Composition notebooks (2)
- Graph paper (1 pack)
- Wide-ruled notebook paper (1 pack)
- Pencils (1 dozen)
- Glue sticks (3)
- Expo markers (2, any color)
- TI-30 calculator

Science
- 1 Composition Book
- 1 Transparent (clear) tape
- 1 Small stapler

General (to be shared between classes)
- 6 boxes of Kleenex
- Hand sanitizer
- 2 containers disinfecting wipes for cleaning
- Paper towels
- Band-Aids